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Horse

You can lead a horse to water,

but you can't make it drink

“    One of many differences between

horses and automobiles.”
Horse

Hungry as a horse

“    Is i
t as hungry as a wolf? If a wolf

could talk it might say "I'm so hungry I

could eat a horse" and mean it. ”
Horse

Flogging a dead horse

“    It's
 probably better than flogging a

live one ... ”

Goose

Lacking the sense God gave geese

“    It's well known that a goose is by its

very nature 'silly' – even though it can 

navigate without a map. ”

Horse

Don't change horses mid-stream

“    Surely this is a dying metaphor, 
since few people have experience trying 
to make this switch nowadays.”

Goose

A goose egg

“    A zero. This term dates to the era

before blocky digital numbers were

used on scoreboards.”

Goose

Goose egg

“    A bump on the head.”

Horse

Don't look a gift horse in the

mouth

“    I am still waiting for an opportunity

to obey this rule. ”

Goose

Your goose is cooked

“    Strange how that sounds like your

problem and not the goose's! ”

Goose

Won't say 'Bo!' to a goose

“    'Bo!' is a trigger word that causes 
geese to go berserker, so it does
take courage or ignorance to utter it
in the company of a goose.”

Goose

Wild goose chase

“    If you've ever tried, you know
they’re hard to catch.”

Goose

Silly as a goose

“    They are smart enough to stay
out of the way of swans.”

Goose

Loosey-goosey

“    Although this signifies casualness and
lack of protocol, geese have a tendency
to fly in an orderly V-shaped pattern.”

Wolf

Keep the wolf from the door

“    To fend off poverty. Is the Three
Little Pigs story about poverty as well
as building materials?”

Goose

Goose neck

“    A common name for the adjustable
lamp on a sound or lighting desk in a
darkened theatre auditorium.”

Horse

Straight from the horse's mouth

“    The truth leaves the horse's mouth
and makes a bee-line for your ear.”

Horse

Shutting the gate after the horse
has bolted

“    Like putting the horse after the cart.”

Goat

Scapegoat

“    People have always blamed the

nearest animal, it seems. ”

Horse

Horse's ass

“    Why is a horse's ass any more stupid
than any other animal's ass? And since
we refer to humans as being "horses'
asses," what in the hell is a human
ass? ”

Horse

Horse around

“    Don't most animals horse around?”

Horse

A horse of a different color
“    Another matter altogether.”

Goat
Acting the goat
“    Similar to horsing around, but with
horns.”

Goat

Get someone's goat

“    Some say this is connected to horse

racing. Goats calm horses, it seems. ”Wolf

Wolf down

“    Much better than wolfing up.”

Tick

Tight as a tick

“    This works equally well for miserly,

close (tight knit), and stuck jar lids. ”
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